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The electron momentum density~EMD! of two different modifications of graphite has been measured and
the results of the measurements have been compared with theoretical calculations from three different theories:
a full potential linear muffin-tin orbital, a modified augmented plane wave, and a pseudopotential calculation.
Experimental results have been obtained by two different methods. The complete three-dimensional EMD is
determined by inelastic photon-electron scattering, i.e., by the so-called (g,eg) experiment, and by electron-
electron scattering, the (e,2e) experiment, cuts in the spectral electron momentum density are studied. For the
(g,eg) experiment 180 keV synchrotron radiation from the PETRA storage ring at the Deutsches Elektronen-
Synchrotron has been used with coincident detection of the recoil electrons. The (e,2e) experiments were
carried out at the new (e,2e) spectrometer at the Australian National University using 40 keV primary electron
energy and simultaneous detection of the outgoing electrons in an equal energy sharing mode. As samples we
have prepared approximately 20 nm thin self-supporting graphite foils either by thermal evaporation~TE! or by
laser plasma ablation~LPA!. They are thin enough to suppress in essence electron multiple scattering. Electron
diffraction analysis revealed that the LPA foil contains graphitic basal planes with a random distribution of
c axes, whereas the TE foil was stronglyc-axis oriented in the sense that the basal planes were parallel to the
foil surface. In the analysis of the results special attention was devoted to anisotropies in the EMD revealed by
comparison of TE and LPA foils. The (e,2e) measurements showed furthermore a strong orientation depen-
dence of the intensity ofp ands states~here we have for comparison additionally measured highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite!. The EMD’s obtained by both techniques show anisotropies in the momentum distribution
of graphite and are discussed in view of the theoretical results.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.155204 PACS number~s!: 71.20.Mq, 32.80.Cy, 78.70.Ck, 82.80.Pv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Graphite is the prototype of a layered material with e
ceptionally strongsp2 covalent intralayer bonding and wea
van der Waals interlayer bonding. This highly anisotrop
bonding gives rise to a number of unusual properties that
of long-standing technological and scientific importanc1

Especially the band structure~BS! of graphite has been th
subject of both theoretical2 and experimental studies. Energ
dispersion of the valence states has been investigated e
for the occupied states by angle-resolved photoelectron s
troscopy~ARPES! ~Refs. 3–5! or by inverse photoemissio
spectroscopy~ARIPES! in case of unoccupied states.6,7 In
addition, inelastic x-ray scattering, both resonant8 and
nonresonant,9 electron-energy-loss spectroscopy~EELS!,10,11

or angle-resolved x-ray fluorescence and absorp
0163-1829/2001/63~15!/155204~17!/$20.00 63 1552
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spectroscopy12—to name just a few methods—mainly con
cern the energetics of the band structure. In contrast, in
mation about wave-function-related quantities such as e
tron densities13 or electron momentum densities~EMD’s! is
rather scarce. EMD’s have mainly been investigated
positron-annihilation experiments~ACAR! ~Refs. 14,15! or
by Compton scattering using either a photon or an elect
as projectile. The Doppler broadening of the scattered p
jectile intensity has either been measured in a noncoincid
fashion yielding the so-called Compton profile or in a co
cident mode, i.e., simultaneously with the recoil electron.
the latter case, scattering kinematics are fixed and allow
complete reconstruction of the initial electron momentu
yielding the three-dimensional~3D!-EMD in contrast to the
1D information of the Compton profile.

Anisotropies of graphite by noncoincident photon scatt
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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ing have been obtained by Manninenet al.16 They clearly
show the influence ofp states which are responsible for th
interlayer bonding. Due to theirp character, Compton pro
files along thec axis of graphite are smaller at low momen
than profiles in the basal plane. Electron Compton profi
have been measured either in the noncoincident mode17,18 or
3D-EMD’s by fixing the kinematics in a so-called (e,2e)
experiment.19–21 In the photon scattering analogy (g,eg),
the scattered photon is measured simultaneously with its
coil electron.22,23 Although all three methods, i.e., ACAR
(e,2e), and (g,eg) measure EMD-related phenomena, ea
has its own advantages and drawbacks. Strictly speak
ACAR does not measure EMD’s but the electron-positr
pair density, i.e., the momentum density weighted by
positron wave function. It is for this reason that ACAR
mainly used to investigate Fermi breaks~Fermiology! pro-
vided they exist.24

A major problem for both (e,2e) and (g,eg) is the strong
elastic scattering of electrons in solids which disturbs
evaluation of electron momenta. Since the mean free path
elastic scattering of electrons in the 10 keV range is a
10 nm only, very thin target foils are required. As th
electron-electron scattering cross section~Mott! is orders of
magnitude larger than the photon-electron cross sec
~Klein-Nishina!, (e,2e) experiments can be made with
much better resolution than (g,eg) investigations. On the
other hand, multiple electron scattering is more severe in
case since also the projectile is involved in contrast
(g,eg),23 making intensity~density! interpretation more dif-
ficult. As well as obtaining momentum density informatio
(e,2e) experiments have been successfully used to study
ergy dispersion of valence bands.21,25,26In this sense (e,2e)
resembles ARPES, though (e,2e) is not limited to crystals
and its interpretation is more straightforward and not ha
pered by strong transition matrix and interference effe
which are particularly important in case of graphite.5 We
also remark that low-energy (e,2e) experiments are being
used to investigate aspects of surfaces of crystals.27–29

In this paper we report on the EMD of graphite obtain
by (g,eg) and (e,2e) experiments. In contrast to earlie
investigations,30,31 the main emphasis of this paper is th
study of EMD anisotropies and their comparison with ba
structure theories. Both experimental techniques obtain
sults for the EMD. The (g,eg) experiment measures simu
taneously the complete 3D-EMD with a rather good mom
tum resolution, which is used to obtain detailed informati
about EMD anisotropies for all directions in momentu
space. Its crude energy resolution allows only the meas
ment of the EMD summed over electron states. In contr
the high momentum and energy resolution of the (e,2e) ex-
periment allows to yield information about state spec
EMD and the band structure. No complete 3D-EMD is o
tained by the latter method, but additional spectroscopic
formation is revealed for defined directions in momentu
space.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the meth
of the (g,eg) experiment~Sec. IIA! and the (e,2e) experi-
ment~Sec. II B! are presented. In section III the experimen
setups for the photon scattering~Sec. III A! and the electron
15520
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scattering experiment~Sec. III B! are explained. The targe
preparation and characterization are described in Sec. I
After a short introduction into the theories used~Sec. IV!
experimental results from the (e,2e) ~Sec. V A! and the
(g,eg) study~Sec. V B! are given and discussed. Finally th
results are summarized in Sec. VI.

II. METHOD

Both the (g,eg) and the (e,2e) experiments are very
similar. The incoming photon~electron! transfers in a binary
collision a large fraction of its energy to a target electro
The target is ionized and the electron leaves the target w
out further interaction. Thus, as far as the target is concern
an electron is annihilated at the moment of ionization. T
probability that the target is left in a state with energy« and
momentump is the spectral function. By measuring the di
tribution of the pairs of outgoing particles@photon and elec-
tron in the case of (g,eg), two electrons in the case o
(e,2e)] we obtain information about the spectral function
explained next.

A. The „g,eg… experiment

First, we describe the (g,eg) experiment. If a photon
with four momentumk5(k,v/c) is scattered at a valenc
electron withp5(p,c2«/c), where«.0 is its binding en-
ergy, energy and momentum conservation laws demand~we
use atomic units, i.e.,\5e5m51; in these units the veloc
ity of light is c5137 a.u.!

«~p!5v2v82E81c2, ~2.1a!

p5k81p82k, ~2.1b!

where p85(p8,E8/c) and k85(k8,v8/c) are the four mo-
menta of the recoil electron and the scattered photon res
tively. Thus, ifk, k8 andp8 are known experimentally,p can
be determined in a unique way. For the coincident detec
of both the scattered photon and its recoil electron, the tr
differential cross section

d3s

dv8dVgdVe
5

1

2c4

v8p8

v
Xg~p!r~p! ~2.2!

holds. The Klein-Nishina cross section functionXg(p) reads
in case of linearly polarized photons32

Xg~p!5
K

K8
1

K8

K
1~12P1!F2c2S 1

K
2

1

K8
D

1c4S 1

K
2

1

K8
D 2G ~2.3!

with the relativistic invariants

K5k•p5
Ev

c2
2p•k, ~2.4a!
4-2
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K85k8•p5
Ev8

c2
2p•k85K2

vv8

c2
~12cosu!,

~2.4b!

whereu is the photon scattering angle. The sign convent
of the Stokes parameterP1 which describes the degree o
linear polarization33 has been chosen so thatP1,0 if the
(k,k8) scattering plane is identical with the orbital plane
the storage ring.@The (g,eg) experiment has been con
ducted with synchrotron radiation, see below.# Since our en-
ergy resolution does not suffice to resolve specific states
EMD r(p) is summed over all occupied states

r~p!5(
i

r i~p! ~2.5!

with

r i~p!5(
kc

U E fkc ,i~r !eip•rd3rU2

Q@«F2« i~kc!#.

~2.6!

The wave functionsfkc ,i(r ) are the solutions of the ban

structure problem for crystal momentumkc5p1g and band
index i. g is a reciprocal lattice vector which projectsp back
to the first Brillouin zone. The« i(kc) are the corresponding
eigenenergies,«F the Fermi energy, andQ(x) the step func-
tion. Equation~2.2! relies on the validity of the so-calle
impulse approximation.22 The dependence of the cross se
tion function Xg(p) on the primary electron momentum
very weak, but it has nevertheless been taken into acc
whenr(p) was extracted from the experimental data.

Attempts for a state selective (g,eg) experiment by im-
provement of the energy resolution especially of the elect
branch by a time of flight~TOF! technique have recentl
been undertaken by Itouet al.34 To reach a time resolution
for which the corresponding energy resolution allows at le
the separation of the 1s state in graphite («1s5284 eV!,
rather low electron recoil energies~12.5 keV! had to be used
This means a strongly enhanced multiple scattering ef
due to a reduction of the mean free path for elastic scatte
~18 nm!. On the other hand, the 1s momentum density add
in the momentum region of the valence state an appr
mately constant contribution of 3% only. Energy resolutio
of about 1 eV, which would allow the identification of va
lence states and which are now feasible in noncoincid
Compton spectrometers,35 seem not to be attainable fo
(g,eg) experiments in the near future.

B. The „e,2e… experiment

In contrast, the combination of a rather large primary p
ticle flux with a cross section that is orders of magnitu
larger than the photon scattering cross section allows (e,2e)
experiments to be currently carried out with an energy re
lution of about 1 eV, which suffices to evaluate state sel
tive spectral momentum densities~SMD’s!

r i„p,«~p!…5r i~p! d„«~p!2« i…. ~2.7!
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Corresponding to Eqs.~2.1a! and~2.1b!, the energy and mo-
mentum conservation laws in the case of the (e,2e) experi-
ment give

«~p!5E12E182E281c2, ~2.8a!

p5p181p282p1, ~2.8b!

where p1 , p18 , and p28 are the momenta of the incomin
projectile and of the ejected electrons, respectively. TheE’s
are the corresponding total energies. The triple differen
cross section for the (e,2e) experiment reads

d3s i

dE8dV1dV2

54
p18p28

p1
Xe~p! r i„p,«~p!… ~2.9!

with the Mott electron-electron collision factor36

Xe~p!5
1

~p12p18!4
1

1

~p12p28!4
2

1

~p12p18!2~p12p28!2
.

~2.10!

This factor is essentially constant in the noncoplanar sy
metric geometry used in the present measurements.

It should be emphasized that both (e,2e) and (g,eg) ex-
periments measure EMD’s in the extended zone scheme,
they measure momentump and not crystal momentumkc .
This is different from ARPES and ARIPES which are r
stricted to the momentum range of the first Brillouin zon
the momentum conservation law in case of the photoeffec
a solid is obtained from that of Eq.~2.1b! by replacingk8
with a reciprocal lattice vectorg in such a way that for fixed
k and p8 the primary electron momentump belongs to the
first Brillouin zone. In contrast to the binary collision exper
ments described here, photoabsorption has to be suppo
by the lattice, i.e., withgÞ0, because otherwise it would b
forbidden kinematically: the momentum of the photoelectr
had to be zero in the center of mass frame wherek1p50
holds.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. The „g,eg… experiment

The (g,eg) experiment was performed at the high-ener
x-ray undulator beamline of HASYLAB at the 12 Ge
PETRA storage ring.37 The white photon beam was mono
chromatized by a plane, slightly disordered Si crystal in La
geometry.38 The disorder widens the rocking curve conside
ably compared to the Darwin width of a perfect crystal a
matched the monochromaticity of the photon beam~width
sv50.35 keV! with the energy resolution of the photon d
tector~see below! without a major loss of reflectivity. Thus
a photon flux of 231012photons/s in a beam spot of
32 mm2 could be reached at a photon energy of 180.3 k
and an average storage ring current of 30 mA. For pho
detection we implemented a two-dimensional array of
intrinsic Ge diodes~energy resolutionsv850.32 keV! which
was mounted externally to the evacuated target chamber
scattering angle ofu5150° ~Fig. 1!. The 12-pixel planar
4-3
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detector replaces a single diode device with a larger ang
acceptance used in earlier investigations.31 Thus, we im-
proved the transverse momentum resolution significa
compared to the experimental setup with the single diode
detector at an identical coincident count rate. The unscatt
photon beam was accurately dumped in a lead-shielded
low body to minimize x-ray background. The electrons we
identified by a position sensitive detector~PSD! consisting of
a two-dimensional array of 32 individual PIN diodes. T
detector arrays were set up in such a way that the ve
q05k2k08 , i.e., the momentum transfer to an electron i
tially at rest, was pointing at the center of the PSD, whilek08 ,
the momentum of the corresponding scattered photon,
defined by the center of the Ge diode array. The surf
normal of the target foils was parallel toq0. The final elec-
tron momentump8 is obtained from the energy conservatio
law of Eq.~2.1a! by neglecting the binding energy« which is
small ~tens of eV at most! compared tov085108.7 keV,
wherev08 is the photon energy after scattering from an el
tron at rest. A momentum transferq0575.0 a.u. guarantee
the validity of the impulse approximation. The angle b
tween q0 and k08 ~Fig. 1! is d5u1f5161.2°. We use a
Cartesian coordinate system for the electron momentump
where thepz component is parallel toq0 and thepx compo-
nent is lying in the (k,k08) scattering plane. In this coordinat
system, the initial electron momentum components read

px5q0b i2S v08

c
cosd Da i1S 1

c
sind DDv8, ~3.1a!

py5q0b'1
v08

c
a' , ~3.1b!

pz5S v08

c
sind Da i2

c sind

v08 sinu
Dv8, ~3.1c!

wherea i ,' andb i ,' are the angular deviations ofk8 from k08
andp8 from q0, respectively~Fig. 1!, andDv85v82v08 is
the photon Doppler broadening. Each detector channel in
photon and electron branch was provided with an indep
dent pre and main amplifier and discriminator. The prea
plified photon signals were processed by a spectroscopy
plifier delivering a fast and slow output signal. Th
discriminated fast signal served as a gate for the coincide
unit, the amplitude of the slow signal was used for the m
surement of the final photon energyv8. If the coincidence

FIG. 1. Experimental (g,eg) setup: Ge, 12-pixel Ge diode; T
target; PSD, 32-pixel position sensitive electron detector.
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unit detected a discriminated electron signal within the op
gate, the complete data sets of both the coincidence unit
the ADC were read out via a VME bus.

B. The „e,2e… experiment

The (e,2e) experiment was performed with the new hig
energy spectrometer developed at ANU.19 In contrast to ear-
lier arrangement,20 both detectors for the outgoing electron
are now placed symmetrically at a scattering angle close
us544.45°. At that angle the cut in the SMD goes throu
the G point, i.e.,p50. This means that for 40 keV primar
electrons both emerging electrons have about 20 keVp18
5p28538.7 a.u.! which is large enough to suppress electr
multiple scattering within the target considerably.~It is inter-
esting to note that the deviationDus50.55° of the relativis-
tically calculated scattering angle from its nonrelativis
value of 45° for ap50 measurement results in a momentu
deviation parallel to the surface normal of the target f
Dpi5p1Dus50.52 a.u. which exceeds the experimental u
certainty by far.! The experimental setup is sketched in F
2. The emitted electrons are decelerated and energy anal
by two hemispherical analyzers. Finally, the electrons
detected by two 2D position sensitive channel plates. Fo
Cartesian coordinate system, where thepz component is par-
allel to p1 , px lies in the median scattering plane, andpy is
perpendicular to it, we obtain

px5p108 cosus~a i2b i!1~2 sinus!Dp18 , ~3.2a!

py5p108 ~a'1b'!, ~3.2b!

pz5p108 sinus~a i1b i!. ~3.2c!

Herea i andb i are changes in polar angleu from us which
can be selected by deflectors between the specimen an
slits before the analyzers, anda' andb' are the azimuthal
angles of the detected electrons with respect to the me
~horizontal! scattering plane. For ejecting an electron in

FIG. 2. Experimental (e,2e) setup: T, target; HSA, hemispher
cal electron analyzers; PSD, position sensitive channel plates.
4-4
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tially at rest, the scattering angleus ~symmetric case! and the
final electron momentump108 5p208 are given by

tanus5A 2c2

E11c2
and p108 5

1

2c
A~E11c2!224c4,

~3.3!

and all three trajectories are in one plane~with a'

52b'). E1 is the total primary electron energy andDp18
5p182p108 52Dp285p208 2p28 the Doppler broadening term
For our experimental situation the electron pass energy in
hemispherical analyzers is 250 eV corresponding to an
ergy window ofDE185DE28550 eV in both analyzers which
results in a Doppler broadeningDp185DE18/p1850.04 a.u.
that can be neglected. A vertical slit system conforming
u5us in front of the analyzers ensures that coinciden
events in horizontal direction of the channel plates are c
related to the binding energy«(py), whereas those in verti
cal direction correspond to a 1D cut through the SMD in
py direction, i.e., perpendicular to the target surface norm
By adjusting the deflectors in front of these slits to sel
electrons at anglesa i ,b iÞ0, 1D cuts in thepy direction for
fixed values ofpz and px can be obtained. Fora i5b i the
cuts are withpzÞ0 andpx50, for a i52b i the cuts are for
pxÞ0 andpz50. The energy resolution for the binding e
ergy measurement«(py) is about 1.5 eV@Eq. ~2.8a!#, the
momentum resolutionDpy.0.1 a.u. From Eqs.~2.2! and
~2.9! we derive that the triple differential cross section f
the (e,2e) experiment is a factor 420 larger than that for t
(g,eg) experiment. Together with a beam current of abou
mA (231013electrons/s! this allows for the much improved
resolution with, at the same time, a total coincidence co
rate of about 1 Hz which is similar to the (g,eg) experiment.

C. The graphite targets

The mean free path for 70 keV recoil electrons in graph
is 90 nm~Ref. 39! @or 25 nm for 20 keV outgoing electrons i
case of the (e,2e) experiment#, which requires thin targe
foils to suppress multiple scattering. They were made eit
by laser plasma ablation~LPA! or by thermal evaporation
~TE!. In the former case pure graphite was irradiated by a
GW/cm2 Nd: YAG laser for about 10 ns.40,41 The ablated
single C atoms with an average energy of a few eV w
collected on a thin betaine film which had a fine crystallin
like structure that acted as a replica for the graphite film a
guaranteed a high mechanical stability. For a detailed
scription of the rather sophisticated preparation of the s
supporting foils we refer to Ref. 42. The TE foils were ma
by evaporation of graphite heated to about 3200 K. At su
moderate temperatures the evaporated species are not m
atomic but carbon clusters of different sizes.43 These clusters
are fragments of the~002! planes and leave the graphite su
face with thermal energies of about 0.3 eV.40 Impinging on
the surface of the substrate they do not have sufficient kin
energy to break the molecular bonds. Again, the evapor
material was condensed on a betaine film which was fin
dissolved in water and the self-supporting LPA or TE fo
were mounted on a stainless steel frame. The thicknesse
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the films were determined by light transmission and w
17 nm for the LPA foil and 18 nm for the TE foil. The
mounted foils were finally laser annealed: the TE foil
4200 K for about 10 ns44 and the LPA foil for 30ms at about
3000 K.41 Transmission electron microscopy revealed a co
plete graphitezation of the foils and that the average len
La of the basal planes increased from less than 1 nm im
diately after condensation to about 10 nm by this treatmen44

~Interestingly, it was found by Dollingeret al.41 that heating
LPA foils to 4200 K introduces anisotropies in LPA foils b
preferential evaporation of oriented C clusters during ann
ing.! The evaporation time at the relevant vapor pressu
('10 Pa! of carbon is too low to result in noticeable abl
tion. Detailed elemental analysis by elastic recoil detect
~ERD! showed that the major contamination is a hydrog
coverage of both surfaces of the foils which amounts to
overall content of a few atomic percent.45

Foils which had been prepared under identical conditio
have extensively been investigated by either high resolu
electron microscopy~HREM! or electron diffraction~ED!
with 80 keV electrons.44 While for the LPA foil all low in-
dexed rings of graphite can be observed and their inten
pattern indicates an isotropic distribution of crystallites,41,44

the ~002! ring is missing in case of the TE foil. Since dif
fraction angles are small for 80 keV electron
(Q00256.2 mrad! the lack of this ring implies that~002!
planes cannot lie more or less perpendicular to the foil s
face. ED patterns from the edge of a folded foil where t
surface was nearly parallel to electron beam, develo
~002! rings. This clearly demonstrates that for TE foils th
basal planes were arranged mostly parallel to the foil surf
repeating in essence the results of Klein46 on evaporated car
bon films. The extent of anisotropy was estimated from
azimuthal intensity distribution of the~002! rings and
yielded a deviation of thec axis from the foil normal with
67° full width at half maximum~FWHM!.44 Although the
(h k 0) and (0 0l )-rings of both the LPA and TE foils are
identical to those of graphite, there are no (h k l) rings with
h and l or k and l simultaneously nonzero. The same effe
can be observed in special cases of bulk graphite~e.g., car-
bon black,47,48often also called ‘‘turbostratic’’ graphite49,50!.
This type of graphite consists of parallel~002! planes with
almost normal graphite separation,51 but the planes are
shifted and rotated randomly to each other.

As mentioned above, ED of the heat treated LPA fo
revealed Debye-Scherrer rings from graphite (sp2 bonding!
and not from diamond (sp3 bonding!. These findings are
supported by Dı´az et al.52 who report that annealing of LPA
foils at temperatures above 1100 K let thesp3 content fall to
zero. It is also interesting to note that recent HRE
investigations53 of thin carbon films made by laser-ar
evaporation showed the same dense array of parallel cu
graphene sheet segments packed in random orientation
the HREM pictures of Dollingeret al.44 which are represen
tative for our LPA foils. They even show the same tenden
to form onionlike graphene arrangements. In addition,
authors of Ref. 53 have supported thesp2-bonding character
of their films by EELS measurements of thep* peak. The
untreated TE foils showed broad ED patterns from which
4-5
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average correlation length of about 1 nm was deduced. T
low spatial extension led to the interpretation that TE fo
are amorphous~a-C! ~Ref. 54! though ED shows some an
isotropic structure even in the untreated state. We men
that (e,2e) experiments on TE foils55,56 showed that they
consist of trigonally bonded C atoms. These findings are s
ported by simulations of evaporateda-C based on molecular
dynamic methods.57 It might be worth mentioning that in
recent years there has been an overwhelming interest in
rahedral amorphous carbon~TA-C! due to their huge poten
tial industrial applicability as diamondlike substrates.58

In case of the (e,2e) experiment, both TE and LPA foils
which had been prepared simultaneously with those for
(g,eg) investigation were measured as is. In the case of
LPA foil we reduced the thickness after an initial measu
ment to about 5 nm by plasma etching in an Ar-O2 mixture.59

A simple glow discharge was used at relatively high press
~0.5 Torr!. Frequently occurring collisions between the ion
molecules ensure that the maximum kinetic energy of
ions is much less than the voltage applied between cath
and anode~300 eV!. Etching is thought to occur mainly du
to chemical reaction between the carbon foil and oxyg
ions–molecules–atoms in an excited state. In this way,
and CO2 are formed and desorb from the surface resulting
a gradual thinning of the film without displacing remainin
atoms from their lattice sites. Accordingly, except for a
duction of the multiple scattering background, no chan
was observed in the spectra. Etching was done in a spe
preparation chamber from which the foils were transferred
the scattering chamber ('10210mbar! without breaking the
vacuum.

IV. THEORY

Theoretical EMD’s are based on either an empiri
pseudopotential~PP! method60 with potential parameters
from Reedet al.,61 the full-potential linear muffin-tin orbital
~FP-LMTO! ~Ref. 62! or the modified augmented plane wa
~MAPW! method. All calculations were performed withi
the general scheme of density functional theory~DFT!. In
the FP-LMTO method nonoverlapping muffin-tin spheres
introduced and the electron potential and the charge den
are expanded in spherical harmonics inside the spheres
Fourier transformed in the interstitial region. In the pres
calculation 2410 plane waves were used for the represe
tion of the charge density and the potential in the intersti
region. 250 (k1g) terms were used in the Fourier sums.
k points were produced by division of the irreducible Br
louin zone~BZ!. After self-consistency of the electron pote
tial and the charge density had been achieved, the ang
averaging~see below! of the EMD was performed. This re
quired calculating the valence band energies and the E
along 256 directions included within the wedge enclosed
the GK, GM , and GA directions. It is thought that FP
LMTO is superior to the LMTO method within the atom
sphere approximation~ASA!.63 In addition to the problem of
overlapping Wigner-Seitz~WS! spheres for the calculatio
of EMD’s,64 the rather open graphite structure yields disco
tinuities of the potential at the WS radius which forces t
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introduction of fictitious empty spheres at interstitial sites65

All this is avoided in the FP-LMTO method.
In the MAPW scheme the electron potential is assumed

be of warped-muffin-tin form, e.g., spherical symmet
within the nonoverlapping~APW! spheres centred at each
atom and described by a superposition of plane waves
side the spheres. In the whole atomic cell each Bloch fu
tion is expressed by a superposition of up to 364 plane wa
and is augmented inside the APW spheres by properly c
sen solutions of the radial differential equation with t
spherical symmetric potential. Both the wave functions
well as their first derivatives are exactly continuous at
surface of the APW spheres. This guarantees the rapid d
of the Fourier transform of the Bloch functions.66 The
MAPW scheme is an all-electron method which treats
core and valence electron on equal footing. By consider
40 properly chosenk points in the irreducible BZ, the crysta
potential was derived by a self-consistent procedure wh
was stopped when the first 100 Fourier coefficients of
potential do not change in the first nine digits. Within DF
we considered two different parametrizations of exchan
and correlation,67,68but found no significant difference in th
EMD’s. Spherically averaging was performed by genera
ing the concept of special directions originally proposed
Bansil in the case of cubic symmetry.69,70 The evaluation of
the basal averaged EMD’s was more time consuming as
made a Fourier analysis in cylindrical coordinates with t
polar-axis parallel thec axis of the crystal and four uniformly
spaced angles in the interval (0,p/3).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The „e,2e… experiment

Both LPA and TE foils have been investigated by t
(e,2e) experiment and compared with the (e,2e) measure-
ments of thin HOPG~highly oriented pyrolytic graphite!

FIG. 3. The azimuthally averaged theoretical SMD~FP-LMTO!
as a function of binding energy« for different pi . The figure holds
for p'50.
4-6
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films. HOPG consists of a large number of single crystals
graphite, all with theirc axis well aligned (,0.8° mosaic
spread!. It should thus resemble the TE foils. The HOP
film was made from thick material by cleaving followed b
plasma thinning. However, the thin area has a diamete
less than 0.5 mm, and these samples are not suitable
(g,eg) spectroscopy since the beam spot exceeds the
area by far. So first we investigate, using the (e,2e) tech-
nique, if the TE and the LPA foil have an electronic structu
as suggested by the arrangement of the atoms inferred
the diffraction data, using the HOPG foil as a reference.
this purpose we measured the spectral momentum densit
1D cuts alongp'5py for a i5b i50, i.e., px5pz50, and
also fora i5b i50.74° yieldingpx50, pi5pz50.7 a.u.@We
keep the same nomenclature as for the (g,eg) experiment,
i.e., pi ,' is parallel or perpendicular to the surface norm
for the TE foils and HOPG thec axis is oriented along this
surface normal.#

The p band of graphite is formed by 2p electrons ori-
ented perpendicular to the basal planes.~We remark that for
certain low symmetry directions the terms ‘‘s or p band’’
lose their rigorous meaning sinces2 ands3 bands hybridize
with the p band due to their inherent P character.71! Hence,
these electrons have always a momentum component pe
dicular to this plane, as its wave function in momentu
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space changes sign atpi50. Since this band is well sepa
rated in energy from thes band, we can use it to study th
anisotropy of the target. Thus, if we tune the spectromete
it measures momenta with a componentpi50, then, if thec
axis is aligned with the surface normal, we shouldnot ob-
serve thep band, which has a node and hence zero densit
the pi50 plane. As a check we used deflectors to tune in
electrons withpi50.7 a.u. Now thep band should be ob-
served preferentially in the aligned case.

To illustrate this principle we show in Fig. 3 the calcu
lated spectral momentum density~SMD! of basal averaged
graphite using the FP-LMTO approximation as a function
binding energy« for p'50 and differentpi . The SMD
peaks have been broadened by 2 eV to simulate energy r
lution and lifetime broadening. It is evident that with increa
ing pi the s intensity ~at about 19 eV! decreases on the ac
count of the increasingp intensity~at about 6 eV!. Whereas
at pi50 thep intensity vanishes, it exceeds thes intensity
at pi50.7 a.u. Thus, for this point in momentum space, t
ratio of p to s intensity is a sensitive parameter for th
degree ofc-axis orientation of the foils.

In Fig. 4 the measured intensity plots of the SMD in t
(«,p') plane for the reference HOPG foil, the TE and t
LPA foil are given. The left side holds forpi50, the right
l

.
,

FIG. 4. The experimenta
SMD from the (e,2e) experiment
for different foils as a function of
p' at pi50 ~left! andpi50.7 a.u.
~right! using a linear grey scale
The top panel is the HOPG foil
the central panel the TE foil, and
the LPA foil is displayed at the
bottom.
4-7
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FIG. 5. The measured (e,2e)
binding energy spectra for mo
mentum values~in a.u.! as indi-
cated. The left column represen
the HOPG sample, the middle co
umn the TE and the right one th
LPA foil. The error bars represen
the raw data, the full lines are th
data after deconvolution for in-
elastic energy-loss processes.
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for pi50.7 a.u. For the HOPG film atpi50 only s intensity
is observed. The maximum binding energy of thiss band is
26 eV, which is over 6 eV larger than the maximum bindi
energy of the calculation~19.3 eV, see Fig. 3!. This is largely
due to the fact that the (e,2e) measurements determine th
binding energy relative to the vacuum level and the bind
energy scale of the calculation refers to the Fermi level.
pi50.7 a.u. boths andp intensity is found as expected fo
this foil. The maximum binding energy of thep band is
shifted by 6 eV as well. Here, thep intensity exceeds thes
intensity. This is in good agreement with the theoretical p
diction of Fig. 3. The TE foil should resemble the HOP
foil. Indeed, the same pattern is observed, although no
clean as for the HOPG film. Forpi50 the p intensity is
weak, but somewhat larger than for HOPG. Forpi50.7 a.u.
thep band is much more pronounced than forpi50 but not
larger than thes band. For the LPA foil thep band is
observed as a weak feature both forpi50 andpi50.7 a.u.
The LPA foil has morep electrons forpi50 than the other
foils. The difference inp intensity betweenpi50 and pi
50.7 a.u. is now much less pronounced.

In order to give a more quantitative impression of t
measured intensity we show in Fig. 5 the measured spe
for selected momentum values for the three films. Inela
scattering~mainly plasmon creation! causes excess intensi
at high binding energy. We attempt to correct for this usin
deconvolution procedure based on the measured sin
electron-energy-loss spectrum.72 All films were deconvo-
luted by the same response function, however the deco
luted amount depends on the film thickness and was adju
so that the intensity was approximately zero for large bind
energies (.40 eV!. The deconvoluted intensity is include
in Fig. 5 as well. This intensity should be considered more
an educated guess, rather than the result of a rigorously
tified procedure. However, the resulting asymmetry in
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lineshape with a tail extending from the quasiparticle peak
high binding energy is corroborated by many-bo
calculations.73

Not only the intensity is affected by the presence ofc-axis
orientation in the sample. Energy levels are not expecte
disperse as a function ofpi as the different graphite layer
are bound together by van der Waals forces rather than
valent bonds. Indeed, thes binding energy forpi50, p'

50 andpi50.7 a.u.,p'50 is the same for the HOPG foi
and the TE foil, but there is a clear dispersion to lower bin
ing energy with increasingpi for the LPA foil. For the com-
plete isotropic case, i.e., no preferredc-axis orientation, we
expect, of course, the same ratio ofs to p intensity for both
pi50, p'50.7 a.u. andpi50.7 a.u.,p'50. This appears to
be the case for the LPA film. Indeed, after normalizing bo
measurements to the same height, no measurable differ
in either peak position or intensity distribution is found f
both spectra~Fig. 6!. Thus, we conclude that the (e,2e) mea-
surements indicate that the LPA foil displays a spectral fu
tion that is isotropic. The TE foil has a preferredc-axis ori-
entation along the surface normal, but this orientation is
as well established as in HOPG.

The SMD data are in principle directly comparable wi
the spectral function of the solid. However, in addition to t
finite energy and momentum resolution, multiple scatter
effects have to be taken into account. Tracing the peak p
tion as a function of momentum, these data provide inform
tion about dispersion, however, for true quantitative co
parison we need to take self-energy effects and sate
structures into account as well. For aluminum this appro
gives a quantitative description,74,75 and also for graphite it
appears successful.73 However, within the context of this pa
per we want to see if we can measure the momentum de
ties to the extent that the anisotropy in the density is
4-8
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solved. For this purpose, we consider the extreme cases
LPA film ~random orientation of thec axis! and the HOPG
film ~well definedc axis!.

From the (e,2e) measurement the momentum densit
are obtained by energy-integration. However, the measu
intensity does not fall to zero above 25 eV binding ene
due to both intrinsic and extrinsic satellites. Extrinsic sat
lites @mainly plasmons created by the incoming and outgo
electrons traveling towards~away! from the (e,2e) collision
event itself# are the main cause. Momentum changes ass
ated with plasmons are small, and therefore these plas
excitations will not affect the momentum density signi
cantly. In order to avoid the problem with the upper integ
tion limit we removed the plasmon contribution by the d
convolution procedure discussed above. It is tempting to
to analyze these spectra in terms of thes and p electron
densities.

The most clearcut analysis would be for the HOPG fil
For this purpose we measured an additional set of spe
under carefully controlled identical experimental conditio
for different values ofpi using the deflector scheme d
scribed earlier. We compare these measurements for the
p'50, piÞ0 with those of Fig. 4 withp'Þ0, pi50. The
spectra were deconvoluted as in Fig. 5, and subsequentl
determined the total area from 0 to 40 eV. This is the~total!
s1p intensity. The leading edge of thes band was deter-
mined by visual inspection. For the case ofp'50, piÞ0,
there is no dispersion, so the leading edge position is in
pendent of the momentum valuepi measured. For the case o
p'Þ0, pi50, the leading edge disperses towards low
binding energy with increasing momentum. At the low bin
ing energy side of the leading edge the intensity is calledp.
The results are plotted in Fig. 7, together with thep ands

FIG. 6. The measured (e,2e) spectra for the LPA foil at mo-
mentum values ofpi50, p'50.7 a.u.~circles and solid line! and
pi50.7 a.u.,p'50 ~squares and dashed line!. The spectra are nor
malized to equal height. The identical shape of these two spect
expected only for a foil with completely random oriented cryst
lites.
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intensities obtained from the FP-LMTO calculation. For t
first case with the momentum parallel toGA the agreement
seems reasonable. For the second with the momentum
pendicular toGA we should not observe anyp intensity. The
intensity found is indeed much less. What is seen can o
originate from (e,2e) events with additional elastic scatte
ing of either the incident and/or outgoing electrons, a
hence with the wrong inferred momentum value. Elas
scattering tends to reduce the observed intensity for mom
tum values with large densities, and increases the obse
intensity for momentum values with low densities, just as
observed for thep-electron density in theGA direction. We
emphasize that SMD’s such as that of Fig. 7 have only b
obtained due to the excellent energy resolution of the (e,2e)
experiment (.1.5 eV! and are not accessible to the (g,eg)
experiment. This holds also for noncoincident Compton sc
tering where nowadays by use of Bragg spectrometers

is
-

FIG. 7. The total andp-electron momentum density from th
(e,2e) experiment for momenta in theGA direction ~a! and perpen-
dicular to this direction~b!. The solid line is the theoretical tota
density, and the dashed line the correspondingp-electron density.
The measured total density andp-electron density are presented b
open and filled squares, respectively. All curves refer to FP-LMT
4-9
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energy resolution of about 1 eV is possible.35 But as demon-
strated by Eisenberger and Platzman76 Compton profiles are
not state specific since due to so-called potential cancella
they are independent of the binding energy« i .

Since elastic scattering mixes intensities of SMD’s if,
certain areas of momentum space, they overlap in energy
cannot clearly separate experimentally thes and p contri-
butions. This problem, however, is avoided for EMD’s, i.
energy integrated SMD’s, which we can compare with tho
obtained from Monte Carlo simulations. In this way we c
correct for elastic scattering in a good approximation. N
we want to investigate if we can distinguish between
total momentum distributions of the different foils, and ho
these compare with theory, using Monte Carlo estimate
the elastic scattering. We consider the measurement don
pi50. Integrating this measurement over energy should g
us the momentum density as a function ofp' . Now we can
integrate the deconvoluted data and compare it with
theory ~FP-LMTO calculation! both for an isotropic and an
isotropic case. This is done in Fig. 8. Since the deconvo
tion procedure accounts for inelastic scattering only, the
has been broadened by a Monte Carlo estimate of the el
scattering. For that we have studied the influence of ela
multiple scattering on the complete 3D-EMD, and finally 1
cuts of the theory have been made~Fig. 8!. Theory has been
normalized to experiment at small momenta@Figs. 8~a! and
8~b!#, whereas the exact normalization point had negligi
influence on the EMD difference of Fig. 8~c!. A comparison
of Figs. 7~b! and 8~b! demonstrates that the EMD is esp
cially at large momenta strongly influenced by multiple ela
tic scattering, but after correction for multiple scatteri
good agreement between theory and experiment is obtai
The MAPW theory yields nearly the same result as F
LMTO whereas PP predicts a larger EMD at higher m
menta if theory is normalized to experiment at small m
menta. These findings are in agreement with results from
(g,eg) experiment where a more detailed comparison
tween the complete 3D-EMD and all three theories will
made~see Sec. V B, Figs. 11 and 13!. However, the anisot-
ropy of the momentum distribution@Fig. 8~c!# is rather small
both in theory and experiment. This is at first sight qu
surprising as experimentally thep band with its characteris
tic momentum distribution is clearly visible in one case a
absent in the other. From band structure calculations
know that thes density decreases along theGA direction by
approximately the same amount as thep-intensity
increases.62 Along theGM andGK directions thep band has
no intensity, but thes band starts decreasing only for m
menta with magnitudes slightly larger than the magnitude
which thep band decreases. Thus, the total calculated m
mentum density profile is quite isotropic. This is found e
perimentally as well. The main difference in the momentu
density of the LPA foil and HOPG for thep' direction is a
slightly broader momentum distribution for the planar av
age, i.e., the HOPG foil. This is to be expected. Due to
large interplanar spacing in graphite, thep electrons perpen
dicular to the basal planes~which form thep band! will be
more extended than those in the basal plane~which contrib-
ute to thes band!. As a consequence, the momentum dens
15520
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will be narrower for the case where thep band contributes
~the spherically averaged distribution of the LPA foil! than
for the case where thep band is absent~the planar averaged
distribution of the HOPG film!.

In summary, the SMD results indicate that the moment
density is a much more spherically symmetric object than
spectral function itself. The only significant effect we resol

FIG. 8. A comparison between the measured momentum den
as obtained from (e,2e) for the HOPG foil and the LPA foil. Also
shown, as solid lines, are the theoretical momentum densitie
both foils. The theory is corrected for the experimental moment
resolution and elastic multiple scattering. The measured~open
circles! and calculated~filled squares! differences are plotted in the
lower panel.
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is a slightly broader momentum distribution for the plan
average~HOPG case!, in spite of the fact that before energ
integration both measurements are remarkably different
general, using (e,2e) we have seen that the electronic stru
ture is at least qualitatively as expected from the diffract
data.

B. The „g,eg… experiment

Now we want to explore if the (g,eg) process, which
measures the whole of the 3D momentum distribution,
resolve the anisotropy. We will compare experimen
(g,eg) results with theoretical expectations from band str
ture calculations. For this comparison theoretical EMD
have been convoluted with the experimental resolution
corrected for electron multiple scattering. Detailed Mon
Carlo ~MC! simulations of the momentum resolutio
R(px ,py ,pz) of the (g,eg) spectrometer included the corre
lated scattering due to the triple differential cross section
Eq. ~2.2!, solid angles and energy resolution of both the
and PIN diodes, energy broadening of the primary pho
beam and the extended beam spot at the target. Since
cially the photon energy resolution influences both thepx
andpz resolution@see Eqs.~3.1a!–3.1c!#, they are not inde-
pendent from each other. The surfacesR5const are to a
good approximation ellipsoids with principal axes whic
due to this dependence, are rotated away from the Carte
coordinate system by a small angled.77 Thus, we fitted a
trivariate Gaussian to the MC simulation, and from the dia
onal elements of the resulting covariance matrix we obtai
the standard deviations (sxx ,syy ,szz)5(0.14,0.14,0.27)
a.u. and a nonvanishing off-diagonal elementsxz

2 527.4
31023 (a.u.)2 leading to a small anticorrelation. The resol
tion in px andpy direction is only about a factor of 2 wors
than in nowadays high-resolution Compton scattering exp
ments based on Bragg spectrometers.78 Whenever in the fol-
lowing the experiment is compared with theory, the latter h
been folded with the trivariate Gaussian described abo
Emission patterns of the recoiling electrons were recorded
the 2D position sensitive detector with a granularity of ab
0.25 a.u. in bothpx andpy directions. From the thickness o
the target foils~about 19 nm! and the mean free path fo
elastic electron scattering~90 nm! we estimate from Poisso
statistics that roughly 90% of the emerging electrons le
the foil without being scattered.@Accidentally, one obtains
the same fraction in case of the (e,2e) experiment where the
corresponding numbers are 5 nm~thickness! and 25 nm
~mean free path!.# From the transport cross section of May
and Salvat39 we calculate a rms angle of^Q2&1/2560 mrad
for a single elastic event. This corresponds to an aver
momentum uncertaintyDp due to electron scattering by jus
one event ofDp5q0^Q

2&1/254.4 a.u. This estimate demon
strates that electron scattering yields a broad, i.e., nearly
stant background of a few percent in the range of 0–3
Nevertheless, theoretical EMD’s have been corrected for
contribution by MC simulations of multiple scattering. D
tails of this correction can be found in Ref. 79. For compa
son with theory experimental data have been normalize
the same integral value as theory in the momentum ra
15520
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upiu5upzu<2.0 a.u., p'5Apx
21py

2<2.0 a.u., wherepi is
parallel to thec axis of graphite andp' lies in the basal
plane. Since the position sensitiveg detector consisted of 12
pixels, 12 separate EMD’s have been normalized in this w
It should be noted that our experimental conditions allow
measurement of the complete 3D-EMD at once. This is d
ferent to the (e,2e) experiment which allows only certain
cuts through the EMD, albeit as a function of binding e
ergy. It has also the advantage of determining quite easily
G point of the EMD by application of inversion symmetry t
the experimental data, i.e., to adjust this point in such a w
that r(p)5r(2p) holds.

In the following part we will compare results of the di
ferent calculations with our experimental data, though o
should be aware of possible implications due to the spe
structure of our foils~turbostratic graphite, see above!. On
the other hand it is well known that both band structure a
optical properties of graphite are well reproduced by a sin
layer ~called graphene sheet! calculation.80–84 Typically, in-
terlayer bonding is attributed to a van der Waals type
dynamic interaction between electrons of adjacent sheet
carbon and amounts to a bond energy of only ab
25 meV/atom.85 A detailed investigation of the electroni
structure of turbostratic graphite49,86 showed that both the
band structure and the density of states is essentially
same as that of the Bernal structure except for the immed
vicinity of the Fermi level at theK point which influences
especially the transport properties and low-energy exc
tions such as cyclotron resonance or infrared absorption.
also mention that it is well known that annealing at abo
3000 K, which is well below our annealing temperature f
the TE foil, converts turbostratic graphite with almost no 3
correlations of layer stacking~Franklin parameterp.1)87,88

into three-dimensional HOPG-like carbon withp.0.51,89

Therefore, a considerable amount of oriented 3D grap
could exist in our foils, and since otherwise both types
foils show comparable shifts and rotations of the~002!
planes, we assume that especially the EMD differences
influenced only a little by this structure effect.

Figure 9 shows the calculated valence EMD of graph
either azimuthally@Fig. 9~a!#, i.e., in the basal plane, o
spherically averaged@Fig. 9~b!#. These EMD’s should repre
sent the TE and the LPA foil, respectively. The EMD’s a
obtained from FP-LMTO approximation. Clearly, theo
predicts a bimodal structure of the EMD along thec axis
with a saddle point atp'5pi50 @Fig. 9~a!#, resulting from
the p character of thep electrons which are responsible fo
the interlayer bonding. It is this behavior of the EMD whic
is responsible for the relationJi(0),J'(0) for both
experimental16,90,92,93 and theoretical Compton
profiles.94,60,61An exception on the theoretical side seems
be the Hartree-Fock calculation of Dovesiet al.95 which pre-
dicts Ji(0).J'(0).

In Fig. 10~a! the difference of the theoretical EMD’s from
Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! is plotted, i.e., basal averaged minu
spherically averaged EMD, and Fig. 10~b! shows the influ-
ence of resolution and electron multiple scattering on t
difference. Evidently, the strength of the anisotropies is
duced, but the general structure is retained. To incre
4-11
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statistics, the unbinned data in 3D momentum space from
12 pixels of the photon detector have been grouped into
of Dpi50.28 a.u. andDp'50.15 a.u. and summed up. Th
sum and its error have then been divided by the numbe
photon pixels which contributed to a specific bin. Such
procedure is equivalent to the introduction of a so-cal
momentum sampling function for binned data well known
positron annihilation and (e,2e) experiments.96,97 In Fig.
10~c! the experimental difference is plotted and should
compared with the theoretical difference of Fig. 10~b!. The
comparison reveals that the general features of the exp
mental anisotropies are reproduced by theory.

For a more quantitative comparison including error b
the following figures show one-dimensional cuts through
EMD’s. Figures 11~a! and 11~b! showr(p' ,pi50) for the
TE and LPA foils, respectively. Data points are compa
with PP ~broken curve!, FP-LMTO ~solid curve!, and
MAPW ~dash-dotted! calculations. Since in all three theorie
the EMD was obtained by the Fourier transform of t
Kohn-Sham pseudo-wave-functions, the so-called La
Platzman correction98 has been applied though its contrib
tion is vanishingly small.30 Whereas for both the PP an
FP-LMTO approximations the azimuthal and spherical av
age have been obtained by angular integration of the
EMD, in case of the MAPW calculation the special directi
method has been applied. Evidently, FP-LMTO and MAP
~with a tendency of MAPW to be superior to FP-LMTO
case of the LPA foil! describe the data better than PP, a f
which has also been recognized by Metzet al.30 ~To the
valence EMD of Ref. 60 a Roothaan-Hartree-Fock99 1s2

FIG. 9. Azimuthally averaged~a! and spherically averaged~b!
electron momentum density of graphite according to FP-LM
theory.
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atomic core has been added.! But we also observe that th
often cited deficiency of a PP calculation of not reproduc
the wave function oscillations near the nuclei and theref
to underestimate the EMD at large momenta,94 is not signifi-
cant for the comparison with our data. The discrepancy
tween our data and PP is not due to an underestimate of
momentum components—and therefore a reduction of in
sity at small momenta due to charge conservation—but
to a different slope of experiment and theory. On the ot
hand, also noncoincident Compton scattering experiments
vealed that PP calculations by Reedet al.61 tend to overesti-
mate momentum anisotropies.90,92 The sequence of theorie
if compared with experiment and shown by the 1D cuts
Fig. 11 is also supported by the global fits of the compl
3D-EMD: the normalizedx2/n (n: number of bins! is 2.15
~MAPW!, 3.07~FP-LMTO!, and 3.80~PP! in case of the TE
foil, and 2.22~MAPW!, 2.40~FP-LMTO!, and 2.71~PP! for
the LPA foil. The corresponding normalized standard dev
tions are in each case60.10. Though there is a clear distinc
tion in the agreement of the three theories with experim
the deviation of the normalizedx2/n from unity—which
would indicate perfect coincidence between theory and

FIG. 10. Contour plot of the difference of azimuthally minu
spherically averaged EMD for the (g,eg) experiment. Solid lines
hold for a positive difference, dashed lines for a negative one,
the dotted line refers to zero. The theoretical FP-LMTO differen
~a!, the theoretical difference corrected for experimental resolut
and electron multiple scattering~b!, and the experimental differenc
~c!. The latter has been symmetrized with respect topi50. The
difference between the lines is 0.005 a.u.23 in each case.
4-12
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periment within the statistical error—is evident. While th
visual agreement between theory and experiment in Figs
and 13 seems to be satisfactory the so-called significa
level91 is low, which might be due either to a deficiency
the theories or to a systematic error in our data analy
Nevertheless we expect that the revealed sequence of
ries will not change.

The influence of systematic errors is strongly reduced
differences of the EMD’s are considered. In Fig. 12 su
differences from TE and LPA foils are plotted as a functi
of the electron momentump' in the basal plane forpi
50.3 a.u. @Fig. 12~a!#, pi520.1 a.u. @Fig. 12~b!#, pi
521.0 a.u.@Fig. 12~c!#, andpi521.4 a.u.@Fig. 12~d!#. Ex-
perimental data are compared again with PP~broken curve!,
FP-LMTO ~solid curve!, and MAPW ~dash-dotted! calcula-
tions. Though the error bars are rather large, the anisotrop
again better described by the FP-LMTO and MAPW calc
lations rather than the PP one. Since the count rateDN for a
certain momentum binDp' increases asDN;p'Dp' , the
error bars become smaller with increasingp' , which indi-
cates that the maximum of the anisotropy atp'.1.3 a.u. is
rather well reproduced by the experiment.~The argument
concerning statistics holds strictly for infinitely large dete
tors only; for finite detectors the sampling probability i
creases slightly less than proportional top' and finally even
decreases, an effect well known and expressed by the
mentum sampling function.!96,97 The cut at pi520.1 a.u.
@Fig. 12~b!# should be compared with the (e,2e) result of
Fig. 8~c! at pi50. Whereas the slight minimum atp'.0.7
a.u. predicted by theory is reproduced only by the (g,eg)
experiment both experimental techniques agree with the
for the maximum atp'.1.3 a.u.

In Fig. 13 r(p'50,pi) is compared with theory for the
TE foil @Fig. 13~a!# and the LPA foil@Fig. 13~b!#. Whereas
the FP-LMTO and MAPW calculations clearly describe t
data better at small momenta, PP is slightly superior at la
momenta, though the effect is not strong enough to favor
PP description within the uncertainty of our data. Figure

FIG. 11. The EMD from the (g,eg) experiment for the TE~a!
and the LPA foil~b! as a function ofp' at pi50. PP: broken line,
FP-LMTO: solid line, MAPW: dash-dotted.
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shows the difference of the EMD’s from TE and LPA foi
Dr(p'5const,pi) for p'50.0 a.u.@Fig. 14~a!#, p'50.9 a.u.
@Fig. 14~b!#, p'51.3 a.u.@Fig. 14~c!#, andp'51.5 a.u.@Fig.
14~d!#. Though the error bars are rather large, the minim
at pi50 is better described by FP-LMTO and MAPW tha
by PP. We mention that in conventional Compton scatter

FIG. 12. The differenceDr of the EMD of the TE foil minus
that of the LPA foil as a function ofp' for different values ofpi .
Data points are from the (g,eg) experiment. PP: broken line, FP
LMTO: solid line, MAPW: dash-dotted.

FIG. 13. The EMD from the (g,eg) experiment for the TE~a!
and the LPA foil~b! as a function ofpi at p'50. PP: broken line,
FP-LMTO: solid line, MAPW: dash-dotted.
4-13
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work it was also found that PP~Ref. 60! fails to describe the
experimental data.16 It is evident that the theoretical curve
are not symmetric with respect topi50 which, of course,
holds for the EMD. But experimentally, the EMD is me
sured in (Dv8,b i ,') space instead of (pi ,p'), which means
that experimental resolutions and multiple scattering, wh
are symmetric inDv8 andb i ,' and connected with momen
tum space via Eqs.~3.1a!–~3.1c!, are asymmetric in
(pi ,p').77 Finally, we emphasize again that the comparis
of experimental data with theory shown in Figs. 11–14 rel
on the fitting of the complete 3D-EMD’s for each target a
not on individual fits for 1D cuts. With regard to the EM
anisotropies discussed above one should be aware of ex
mental deficiencies which could influence the results:
mentioned in Sec. III c thec-axis orientation of the TE foils
is not perfect but has an average deviation of67° FWHM.
Though we do not know the exact angular distribution of
c-axis model calculations with a Gaussian-like distributi
revealed a negligible influence of this effect on the aniso
pies. Another error might be that the free-standing foils
not completely flat within the beam spot but wrinkled. Th
influence is hardly estimated quantitatively but certainly
(g,eg) experiment averages over a larger area~4 mm2) than
the (e,2e) experiment~0.03 mm2).

FIG. 14. The differenceDr of the EMD of the TE foil minus
that of the LPA foil as a function ofpi for different values ofp' .
Data points are from the (g,eg) experiment. PP: broken line, FP
LMTO: solid line, MAPW: dash-dotted. In contrast to Fig. 10, th
experimental data have not been symmetrized.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The basic idea of a kinematically complete experimen
to measure both the energies and momenta of the free
ticles contributing to a specific reaction with a target parti
in order to reconstruct the unknown properties of the latte
its initial state. In solid state physics this demands mom
tum uncertainties small compared to the dimensions of
Brillouin zone and an energy resolution better than the Fe
energy. In the context of our experiments this means
simultaneous measurement of all emerging particles with
angular resolution of about 0.1°~to achieve momentum reso
lution! and an energy resolution of about 1 eV at energies
several tens of keV. This is currently not possible. In the c
of (g,eg) experiments the momentum density is determin
simultaneously for the complete momentum space with s
ficient momentum resolution. However, the energy reso
tion allows no distinction between valence states. To mo
chromatize the incoming beam and detect the emerg
photons with 1 eV accuracy and an efficiency required fo
coincidence experiment is currently not possible. In contr
the (e,2e) experiment has momentum and energy resolut
sufficient good to establish details of the band structure
momentum density, but does so only along selected line
momentum space. Simultaneous measurement of the c
plete momentum space would require a completely new e
tron detection scheme. In this sense both techniques
supplementary to each other but allow a comparison wh
they overlap@Figs. 8~c! and 12~b!#.

Specifically, we have measured the 3D electron mom
tum density and the spectral momentum density—i.e., s
sensitive—of thin carbon foils with either isotropically dis
tributed graphitic basal planes or an atomistic struct
where the basal planes are parallel to the foil surface.
spectral momentum density has been investigated by
(e,2e) experiment in the equal energy sharing mode. In c
trast to the (g,eg) experiment the excellent energy resol
tion of the (e,2e) experiment ('1.5 eV! allows a detailed
investigation of the graphite band structure and its elect
population. The measured intensity ofp ands bands is con-
sistent with the anticipated atomic structure of the targets
is roughly reproduced by either FP-LMTO or MAPW calc
lations.

The same holds for the results of the (g,eg) experiment
where—due to the complete 3D measurement—a more
tailed comparison of the EMD anisotropies with theory cou
be made~Figs. 8 and 14!. A comparison of the experimenta
3D-EMD with theory yielded ax2 based evaluation o
theory, where the comparison improves in the order PP,
LMTO, MAPW. Naturally, the 3D information about the an
isotropy is by far richer than the corresponding difference
noncoincident 1D Compton profiles. Due to the use of 2
position sensitive detectors for both the electron and the p
ton branch, counting statistics could be increased consi
ably within a given beam time which was roughly 72 h f
each sample.

We are convinced that similar investigations can be m
with other materials, since it is well known that thin mon
crystalline films can be prepared by epitaxial growth
4-14
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substrates which finally will be dissolved.100 The general
strategy for this kind of experiments in the future is al
evident: the measurement of the 3D-SMD with sufficie
resolution both in momentum and energy. In case of
(g,eg) experiment this would demand a better photon
ergy resolution, which in the foreseeable future can only
achieved by Bragg spectrometers. Besides any other p
lems this would require a brilliance of the primary phot
beam which can only be delivered by high lepton ene
machines of the fourth generation. In this sense the g
seems to be achievable more easily by the (e,2e) experiment
where the primary particle flux is less problematic and
technical challenge of measuring simultaneously the co
plete 3D-SMD are angle and energy sensitive detectors.
the other hand one should keep in mind that in case of (e,2e)
,
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effectively three electrons are sensitive to multiple elas
and inelastic scattering in contrast to the single recoil el
tron in the (g,eg) experiment.
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